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Supplementary Table 3. Age agreement table for bigeye tuna samples comparing the 
adjusted annual increment counts (rows) to the true times at liberty (columns) converted to 
integer months. Numbers in each cell represent the sample size. Grey cells on the bold 
diagonal line represent unbiased estimates. Grey cells above the bold diagonal line are 
samples whose estimated times at liberty from the annual increment count underestimate true 
time at liberty. Grey cells below the bold diagonal line are samples whose estimated times at 
liberty from the annual increment count overestimate true time at liberty. 
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Supplementary Table 4. Age agreement table for bigeye tuna samples comparing the daily 
increment counts (rows) to the true times at liberty (columns) converted to integer months. 
Numbers in each cell represent the sample size. Grey cells on the bold diagonal line represent 
unbiased estimates. Grey cells above the bold diagonal line are samples whose estimated 
times at liberty from the annual increment count underestimate true time at liberty. Grey cells 
below the bold diagonal line are samples whose estimated times at liberty from the daily 
increment count overestimate true time at liberty. 
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Supplementary Table 5. Age agreement table for yellowfin tuna samples comparing the 
adjusted annual increment counts (rows) to the true times at liberty (columns) converted to 
integer months. Numbers in each cell represent the sample size. Grey cells on the bold 
diagonal line represent unbiased estimates. Grey cells above the bold diagonal line are 
samples whose estimated times at liberty from the annual increment count underestimate true 
time at liberty. Grey cells below the bold diagonal line are samples whose estimated times at 
liberty from the annual increment count overestimate true time at liberty. 
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Supplementary Table 6. Age agreement table for yellowfin tuna samples comparing the 
daily increment counts (rows) to the true times at liberty (columns) converted to integer 
months. Numbers in each cell represent the sample size. Grey cells on the bold diagonal line 
represent unbiased estimates. Grey cells above the bold diagonal line are samples whose 
estimated times at liberty from the annual increment count underestimate true time at liberty. 
Grey cells below the bold diagonal line are samples whose estimated times at liberty from the 
daily increment count overestimate true time at liberty. 
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